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the Disarmament Conference, as well as on Poland's relations
with the Soviet, the Foreign Minister spoke of the radical change
in Polish-German relations that had occurred during that past
year. Opinion in Europe generally had taken the line that these
relations would become worse on Hitler's accession to power, but
that had not been the view of the Polish Government, which,
on coining into contact with him, with the idea of fully and
boldly examining their relations, found he was responsive and
willing to create a basis for the establishment of more durable
forms of good neighbourship. The result was the "Declaration
of Non-Recourse to Force." This and the non-aggression pact
with the Soviet, combined with the pact defining the aggressor,
had been achieved without affecting Poland's alliances with
France and Rumania. Beck also spoke of Poland's better relations
with Danzig. A few days later he left Warsaw for Moscow on an
official visit. He was given a cordial reception, and on February 15
a joint communique^ signed by Beck and Litvinoff, was published
of the usual congratulatory type, with the addition of a statement
that the Polish Minister at Moscow and the Soviet Minister at
Warsaw were henceforth to be given the rank of Ambassadors.
After Beck's return to Warsaw it was reported in the Press that
negotiations were continuing for an extension of the Polish-Soviet
non-aggression pact, but were being retarded by the Lithuanian
question, the Soviet attitude respecting Vilna not being quke
clear. These negotiations, however, were successfully concluded
when on May 5 a protocol was signed at Moscow by Lttvisoff
and Lukasiewicz, the Polish Ambassador, which extended the
non-aggression pact to December 31, 1945. This protocol was
supplemented by another stating that the Soviet disinterested
itself in territorial questions between Poland and LMbttania.
It was not long before the concrete solutions Poland desired
began to come out of the Polishr-Genaan BedaratibB of polky
after its ratification on February 24 at WarssEW, tibe dootnorift
being signed by Beck and the German Mmistar, vos
Toaj0ctrna!ist Beck remarked: <*TfeeBoiUhXSeniin pact tea*
example of that cca^tractive work wfcfcli we oppose to'V*
pessimism which has invaded the international relations of the

